[The role of changes in vascular permeability, interstitial relaxation and surface tension forces in the alveoli in disordered filtration-absorption equilibrium in pulmonary edema].
Changes of fluid filtration and reabsorption in application and removal of hydrodynamic loads were studied on isolated lungs of dogs. Some models of transcapillary filtration in the lungs were studied on basis of the obtained data. According to the theoretical predictions of these models, the following factors influence the non-linearity of the filtration and reabsorption processes most essentially: interstitial relaxation in the stage of interstitial edema and the appearance of surface tension forces in the alveoli. The hypothesis of the significance of disturbed permeability of the capillary wall is confirmed to a very small measure with such an approach. The described phenomena allow the processes of fluid accumulation in pulmonary edema to be represented on a mathematical model.